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Ligated aluminum cluster anions, LAln
� (n = 1–14,

L = N[Si(Me)3]2)

Gaoxiang Liu, †a Sandra M. Ciborowski, a Georgia R. Montone,b

William H. Sawyer,b Boggavarapu Kiran,c Anil K. Kandalam *b and Kit H. Bowen*a

A wide range of low oxidation state aluminum-containing cluster anions, LAln
� (n = 1–14, L = N[Si(Me)3]2),

were produced via reactions between aluminum cluster anions and hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). These

clusters were identified by mass spectrometry, with a few of them (n = 4, 6, and 7) further characterized by

a synergy of anion photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional theory (DFT) based calculations. As

compared to a previously reported method which reacts anionic aluminum hydrides with ligands, the direct

reactions between aluminum cluster anions and ligands promise a more general synthetic scheme for

preparing low oxidation state, ligated aluminum clusters over a large size range. Computations revealed

structures in which a methyl-group of the ligand migrated onto the surface of the metal cluster, thereby

resulting in ‘‘two metal-atom’’ insertion between Si–CH3 bond.

Introduction

In recent years, aluminum chemistry has flourished as a result
of the major progress in the research on aluminum’s low
oxidation states (OS).1,2 These studies started by the advent of
low OS aluminum precursors such as AlX (X = Cl, Br, I, Cp*)3–8

and largely advanced by utilizing various organic ligands to
protect the low OS aluminum compounds.9–31 Among these
ligands, deprotonated pentamethylcyclopentadiene (Cp*) and
deprotonated hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) received special
attention.9–12,17–31 Cp* has been reported to protect low OS
aluminum compounds of various structures, such as rings and
cages,24–27 and of various stoichiometries, including either
aluminum-poor or aluminum-rich clusters.29–31 The other
ligand, deprotonated HMDS, N[Si(Me)3]2, which is isovalent to
NH2

� and large in size, has also been widely used to protect the
central aluminum cluster cores from outer environments. For
example, cluster-like Al7, Al12, Al69, and Al77

9–12 with different
numbers of N[Si(Me)3]2 as protective ligands were synthesized
using various AlX precursors. Studying such clusters can provide
insights into the crossover between the molecular species and the
bulk metal for main-group elements.12

Recently, we extended the study of Cp*- and deprotonated
HMDS-ligated aluminum clusters into the gas phase by explor-
ing the reactions between aluminum hydride cluster anions
AlxHy

� and Cp*H or HMDS. The formation of and the anion
photoelectron spectra of several previously unknown cluster anions,
Cp*AlnH� (n = 1–3)32 and LAln

� (n = 2–4, L= N[Si(Me)3]2),33 were
reported. In these studies, the precursors AlxHy

� were generated by a
pulsed-arc cluster ion source (PACIS)34 and then allowed to drift into
a beam-gas reaction cell35 to react with the ligand (Cp*H or HMDS).
The accompanying density functional theory (DFT) based calcula-
tions of neutral and anionic LAlH and LAln (n = 2–4) revealed few
distinct structural features: (i) the lowest energy isomers were
dominated by structures in which the Si–C bond of the ligand
molecule was activated by the Aln cluster, resulting in at least one
aluminum atom being inserted into one of the Si–CH3 bonds of the
ligand. (ii) As the number of aluminum atoms increased from n = 2
to n = 4, the additional aluminum atoms preferred to maximize
Al–Al interactions by adding peripherally to the existing Al atoms of
the smaller systems, i.e., LAln�1. In addition, our measured and
calculated vertical detachment energies (VDE) of the ligated-Aln

�

clusters33 were identical to those of their pure Aln
� counterparts.36–38

In the present work, we adopted a different strategy to
generate ligated aluminum clusters in the gas phase: we used
a laser vaporization source to make bare aluminum cluster
anions Aln

�, and reacted them with HMDS in a reaction cell.
Ligated aluminum cluster anions LAln

� (L = N[Si(Me)3]2), where
n ranges from 1 to 14, were produced by this approach. Many of
these clusters were not observed in our previous work in which
we used AlxHy

� clusters to react with HMDS.33 Two new LAln
�

species, LAl6
� and LAl7

�, were selected for further analysis by
carrying out anion photoelectron spectroscopy and density
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functional theory (DFT) calculations. Agreement between the
experimental and computational vertical detachment energies
(VDEs) and adiabatic detachment energies (ADEs) validate the
computed structures of these clusters.

Methods
Experimental

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy is conducted by crossing a
beam of mass-selected negative ions with a fixed-frequency
photon beam and energy-analyzing the resultant photo-
detached electrons. The photo-detachment process is governed
by the energy-conserving relationship: hn = EBE + EKE, where
hn is the photon energy, EBE is the electron binding energy,
and EKE is the electron kinetic energy. Our apparatus consists
of a laser vaporization cluster anion source with an attached
reaction cell, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a Nd:YAG
photodetachment laser, and a magnetic bottle electron energy
analyzer.39 The photoelectron spectrometer resolution is B35 meV
at 1 eV EKE. The third (355 nm) harmonic output of a Nd:YAG
laser was used to photo-detach electrons from mass-selected
LAln

� clusters. Photoelectron spectra were calibrated against
the atomic transitions of atomic Cu�.40

The LAln
� clusters were generated using a laser-vaporization/

ligation cell source which has been recently applied in our lab for
the studies of various molecular reactions.41 Here, aluminum
cluster anions Aln

� were initially generated by laser vaporization
of an aluminum rod. The resultant plasma was cooled with
100 psig of helium gas delivered by a pulsed valve. The resulting
aluminum cluster anions then traveled through a reaction cell
(4 mm diameter), where they mixed with HMDS vapor. The
HMDS vapor was introduced into the reaction cell by a second
pulsed valve, which was backed by 15 psig of helium gas. The
resulting LAln

� anionic clusters were mass-analyzed by the time-
of-flight mass spectrometer and their photoelectron spectra were
recorded.

Computational

The lowest energy isomers of neutral and negatively charged
LAln

� (n = 5–7) clusters were determined by carrying out density
functional theory (DFT) based calculations using the Gaus-
sian09 code.42 The gradient-corrected exchange–correlation
functional,43 mPW1PW91 along with 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis
set was used to compute energies of the optimized structures.
The accuracy and the reliability of mPW1PW91 functional in
predicting the experimental results of Aln

� clusters have been
established in a previously reported theoretical study.44 In the
geometry optimization procedure, the energy convergence cri-
terion was set to 10�9 Hartree, while the gradient was con-
verged to 10�4 Hartree Å�1. The vibrational frequencies of all
the isomers reported here are positive, thus these isomers
correspond to various minima on their corresponding potential
energy surfaces.

The vertical detachment energies (VDE) and adiabatic
detachment energies (ADE) obtained from the DFT calculations

were compared with the corresponding measured values. The
VDEs were calculated following the definition VDE = E2 � E1,
where E1 is the total energy of the anion and E2 is the total
energy of the neutral, both calculated at the anion’s ground
state geometry. For the anionic complex with multiplicity M,
neutral species with multiplicities M � 1 and M + 1 were
considered in the VDE calculation. The higher transition ener-
gies were calculated following the extended Koopmans’
theorem,45 in which a correction term dE, was added to the
eigen values of the ground state anion. The correction term dE
is defined by the equation dE = E1 � E2 � eHOMO, where E1 and
E2 are the same as discussed above, and eHOMO is the eigenvalue
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the anion
in its ground state. The adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) is
calculated as the energy difference between the lowest energy
isomer of the anion and structurally identical isomer (nearest
local minimum) of its neutral counterpart. If ground state
isomers of the anion and neutral clusters are not significantly
different, then the calculated ADE value of the anionic cluster
corresponds to the electron affinity (EA) of the corresponding
neutral cluster.

Results and discussion

The mass spectra, with and without HMDS pulsed into the
reaction cell, are shown in Fig. 1. With no HMDS in the reaction
cell, bare aluminum cluster anions, Aln

�, are observed in the
mass spectrum; when HMDS is injected into the cell, a new
series of ligated aluminum cluster anions LAln

� appears, where
L is identified as deprotonated HMDS, i.e., N[Si(Me)3]2. The size
of the aluminum core in LAln

� ranges from 1 to 14, of which
LAl5

� to LAl14
� have not been observed prior to the current

work. This further demonstrates the capability of this laser
vaporization–reaction cell setup in preparing various ligated
metal cluster anions in the gas phase.39

Photoelectron spectra were recorded for three selected LAln
�

species: LAl4
�, LAl6

� and LAl7
�systems, and these are displayed

Fig. 1 Mass spectra of (a) bare aluminum cluster anions, Aln
�, and (b) depro-

tonated HMDS-ligated aluminum cluster anions, LAln
� (L = N[Si(Me)3]2).
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in Fig. 2. In an anion photoelectron spectrum, the electron
binding energy (EBE) value at the peak position in the lowest
EBE spectral feature is the vertical detachment energy (VDE),
which corresponds to the photo-detachment transition at
which the Franck–Condon overlap is maximal between the
wave functions of the anion and its neutral counterpart. When
there is sufficient Franck–Condon overlap between these two
energy states, and when no vibrational hot bands are present,
the EA value can be determined as the EBE value at the
threshold of the lowest EBE band. Here, the EA values are
assigned by extrapolating the low EBE side of the lowest EBE
spectral feature to zero intensity.

The LAl4
� spectrum was taken to compare with the previous

LAl4
� spectrum33 as a cross-validation, and no significant

difference between them can be observed. This demonstrates
that the LAln

�made in the current work are the same species as
those made previously, though they are prepared by reacting
HMDS with different low OS aluminum precursors, i.e., bare
aluminum cluster anions versus aluminum hydride cluster
anions. The photoelectron spectrum of LAl6

� has a band
between 2.2 eV to 3.2 eV, with the first EBE feature starting at
about 2.2 eV with several close peaks ranging from 2.6 eV to
3.2 eV. The experimental EA of LAl6 is taken to be 2.2 eV and the
experimental VDE of LAl6

� is 2.62 eV. In the spectrum of LAl7
�,

we observe that its lowest EBE band starts at approximately
1.9 eV and reaches maximal intensity at 2.34 eV. Therefore, the
EA of neutral LAl7 and the VDE of LAl7

� are determined as
1.9 and 2.34 eV, respectively. The measured and calculated VDE
and ADE values of these systems are given in Table 1.

Even though photoelectron spectrum for LAl5
� is not

reported here, we carried out DFT based calculations and
determined the lowest energy isomers of neutral and anionic
LAl5 systems (Fig. 3). For LAl5

� cluster, our calculations reveal
three nearly energetically-degenerate (within 0.20 eV) structures
(Fig. 3a–c) competing to stabilize the cluster. In the lowest
energy structure, isomer 3a, the Al5

� moiety forms a distorted
triangular bi-pyramid with one of its Al atoms inserting
between a Si–CH3 bond of the ligand, while another Al atom,
bound to the N atom of the ligand, L. This isomer can be
considered as an extension of the lowest energy isomer of
LAl4

�, reported in our previous study.33 In isomer 3b, which
is 0.15 eV higher in energy than isomer 3a, the Al5

� moiety
forms a quasi-planar unit, where in one of the Al atoms is
bound to the N atom while another Al atom is inserted into one
of the Si–CH3 bonds of the ligand, L. It is noteworthy here that
the structure of Al5

� moiety in 3b is identical to the previously
reported44 structure of pure Al5

� cluster. The Al5
� moiety in the

third anionic isomer of LAl5
�, 3c (DE = 0.16 eV), is also

structurally similar to the pure Al5
� cluster, albeit with a slight

distortion due to its interaction with the ligand. However,
unlike in the other isomers of LAl5

�, in isomer 3c, two Al atoms
are inserted between the same Si–CH3 bond of the ligand. This
is the first instance among the LAln

� (n = 2–5) clusters, where
two Al atoms are inserted between the same Si–CH3 bond of the
ligand. In addition, as we go from LAl4

� to LAl5
� cluster, these

structures demonstrate a growth pattern where the additional
Al atom prefers to bond to other Al atoms, instead of bonding
with the ligand directly. All of these anionic isomers prefer a
spin multiplicity of doublet (2S + 1 = 2). The calculated VDE

Fig. 2 Anion photoelectron spectra of LAl4
�, LAl6

�, and LAl7
� (L = N[Si(Me)3]2),

taken with the third harmonic (355 nm wavelength) of a Nd:YAG laser.

Table 1 Experimentally measured ADE, VDE values and calculated ADE
and VDE values. All numbers are in eV

Systems Expt. ADE Theo. ADE Expt. VDE Theo. VDE

LAl5
� — 2.00 (isomer 3a) — 2.18 (isomer 3a)

1.71 (isomer 3c) 2.10 (isomer 3c)
LAl6

� 2.20 2.23 (isomer 5a) 2.60 2.52 (isomer 5a)
2.20 (isomer 5b) 2.40 (isomer 5b)

LAl7
� 1.90 1.96 (isomer 6a) 2.34 2.64 (isomer 6a)

1.90 (isomer 6b) 2.22 (isomer 6b)

Fig. 3 The three lowest energy isomers of LAl5
� cluster, where

L = Ni[Si(CH3)3]2. The relative energies are given in eV.
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values of isomer 3a are 2.18 eV (corresponding to transition
from anionic doublet to neutral singlet) and 2.49 eV (transition
from anionic doublet to neutral triplet). For isomer 3b, wherein
the Al5

� moiety is similar to that of the pure Al5
� cluster, the

calculated VDE values are 2.49 (2 - 1) and 2.51 eV (2 - 3). The
calculated VDE values of isomer 3c, are 2.10 eV (2 - 1) and
2.40 eV (2 - 3). It is to be noted here that the measured VDE
value of pure Al5

� cluster was reported46,47 to be 2.30 eV. Thus,
the effect of ligand on the electron binding energy of the
Al5
� seems to be minimal.
The three lowest energy structures of neutral LAl5 are given

in Fig. 4(a–c). Isomer 4a, the lowest energy isomer, consists of a
quasi-planar Al5 moiety interacting with the ligand, wherein
two Al atoms are inserted between the Si–CH3 bond, while a
third Al atom is bound to the N-atom of the ligand, L. Note that
this isomer is similar to isomer 3c, the higher energy isomer of
LAl5

�. Isomer 4b, which is just 0.12 eV higher in energy than
isomer 4a, consists of Al5 moiety in the shape of distorted
triangular bi-pyramid, with its Al atoms inserting between a
Si–CH3 bond, while another Al atom, bound to the N atom of
the ligand. This isomer is structurally analogous to the lowest
energy isomer of LAl5

� (isomer 3a). The calculated ADE value of
isomer 3a, calculated as the energy difference between isomer
3a and its neutral analog, isomer 4b is 2.00 eV; while the ADE
value of isomer 3c, calculated as the energy difference between
isomer 3c and isomer 4a is 1.71 eV. Note that our calculations
did not reveal a neutral analog of isomer 3b as it was not a
minimum on the potential energy surface of the neutral cluster.

The lowest energy isomers of anionic and neutral LAl6

systems are given in Fig. 5. In the lowest energy isomer of
anionic LAl6

�, (isomer 5a) two Al atoms of an Al6
� octahedral

moiety are inserted between a Si–CH3 bond of the ligand, while
another Al atom is bound to the N-atom of the ligand, L. The
next higher energy isomer (DE = 0.63 eV), isomer 5b, has only
one Al atom of a slightly distorted Al6

� octahedron inserted
between a Si–CH3 bond of the ligand. Note that the pure Al6

�

cluster also forms an octahedron structure.44 Interestingly, a
structure where two Al atoms of the Al6

� moiety are inserted
between two different Si–CH3 bonds of the ligand is 0.88 eV
higher in energy than isomer 5a. In this higher energy isomer,

the Al6
� moiety adopted a planar geometry. In addition, the

structure in which an Al6
� octahedron is bound to just the

N-atom of the ligand, without any Al insertions is 0.82 eV
higher in energy than isomer 5a. Our calculated VDE value of
the lowest energy isomer (isomer 5a) 2.52 eV, while the VDE of
next higher energy isomer (isomer 5b) is calculated to be
2.40 eV. Both these VDE values are in good agreement with
the measured value of 2.6 eV. Note that the measured VDE
value of pure Al6

� was reported46,47 as 2.63 � 0.06 eV, again
indicating that our ligand, L has a minimal effect on the
electron binding energy of Al6

�. This is consistent with the
observation in our previous study33 on LAln

� (n = 2–4) and in
LAl5

�. Since the photoelectron spectrum of LAl6
� consists of a

band made up of several peaks ranging from 2.6 to 3.1 eV and
to understand how many isomers are contributing towards the
first broad peak of the photoelectron spectrum, we calculated
the higher transition energies of both the isomers (isomers 5a
and 5b) by employing extended Koopman’s theorem. The next
two higher energy transitions are due to the electron detach-
ments from HOMO�1 and HOMO�2, respectively. In the case
of isomer 5a, these higher transition energies are calculated to
be 2.8 eV and 3.10 eV, while in the isomer 5b, they are 2.70 eV
and 3.31 eV. The calculated VDE values and the higher energy
transitions of both isomers, 5a and 5b. Are in good agreement
with the observed photoelectron spectra of LAl6

�. Hence, we
can report that both these isomers are present in the cluster
beam of LAl6

� and have contributed towards the photoelectron
spectrum of LAl6

� given in Fig. 2. However, since the energy of
the isomer 5b is 0.63 eV higher in energy than isomer 5a, the
concentration of isomer 5b is expected to be significantly lower
than that of isomer 5a.

The lowest energy isomer of neutral LAl6, isomer 5c, is
similar to that of its anionic counterpart, wherein two Al atoms
of Al6 octahedron are inserted between a Si–CH3 bond of the

Fig. 4 The three lowest energy isomers of neutral LAl5 cluster, where
L = Ni[Si(CH3)3]2. The relative energies are given in eV.

Fig. 5 The lowest energy isomers of negatively charged and neutral LAl6
clusters, where L = Ni[Si(CH3)3]2. The relative energies are given in eV.
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ligand, L. The next higher energy isomer (DE = 0.60 eV), isomer
5d, is similar to isomer 5b, the higher energy isomer of LAl6

�.
The calculated ADE value of isomer 5a is 2.23 eV, while the ADE
of isomer 5b is 2.20 eV. Since the lowest energy isomers of
anionic and neutral LAl6 are identical, we can designate the
ADE values of LAl6

� as the EA of the neutral LAl6. These two
values are in excellent agreement with the measured value of
2.2 eV, thus reinforcing the contribution of both isomers in the
photoelectron spectrum of LAl6

�.
Fig. 6 shows the lowest energy isomers of negatively charged

and neutral LAl7 systems. Our calculations reveal two energe-
tically nearly-degenerate (DE = 0.12 eV) structures for LAl7

�,
isomer 6a and isomer 6b. The lowest energy isomer of LAl7

�

(isomer 6a), consists of a face-capped octahedral Al7
� moiety,

with two Al atoms inserted between the Si–CH3 bond of the
ligand and the face-capping Al atom bound to the N atom of the
ligand, L. In the next higher energy isomer (isomer 6b), the Al7

�

moiety forms a face-capped prism structure, with the Al atom
capping the square face of the Al6 prism bound to the N atom of
the ligand. In addition, two Al atoms are inserted between the
Si–CH3 bond of the ligand. Both these anionic isomers prefer to
form a doublet (2S + 1 = 2) spin state. The calculated VDE values
of isomer 6a are 2.64 eV (transition from anionic doublet to
neutral singlet) and 2.91 eV (transition from anionic doublet to
neutral singlet), while the VDE values of isomer 6b are calcu-
lated to be 2.22 eV (2 - 1) and 2.87 eV (2 - 3). Comparing our
calculated lowest energy electron detachment values (for tran-
sition from anionic doublet to neutral singlet states) of both
these isomers with the photoelectron spectrum of LAl7

� given
in Fig. 2, we can say that both isomers are contributing towards
the lowest EBE band, which is a result of an overlap of two
peaks, one centered around 2.20 eV and the other centered
around 2.40 eV. The next higher energy EBE band of the
spectrum (see Fig. 2) starts around 2.7 eV and extends to
3.4 eV. Our calculated electron detachment energy values,

corresponding to transitions from anionic doublet to neutral
triplet states in both isomers (2.91 and 2.87 eV) are contributing
towards this higher energy band. In addition, we have also
calculated other higher transition energies using the extended
Koopman’s theorem. For isomer 6a, the next three transition
energies are 3.00, 3.12, and 3.27 eV; for isomer 6b, they are 3.00,
3.18, and 3.26 eV. These transitions are all in good agreement
with the higher energy EBE band of the LAl7

� spectrum given in
Fig. 2. Thus, one can conclude that both isomers 6a and 6b are
present in the cluster beam and are contributing towards the
photoelectron spectrum of LAl7

�. It is to be noted here that the
measured VDE value of pure Al7

� cluster was reported46,47 to be
2.30 eV. Thus, the effect of ligand on the electron binding
energy of the Al7

� seems to be minimal.
The lowest energy isomer of neutral LAl7 (isomer 6c) also

consists of a face-capped Al7 octahedron, with two of its Al
atoms inserted between the Si–CH3 bond. Unlike in the case of
the anionic lowest energy isomer (isomer 6a), in this isomer the
face-capping Al atom is bound to the methyl group of the
ligand. The next higher energy isomer (isomer 6d) corresponds
to a face-capped Al7 octahedron, but with only one Al atom
inserted between the Si–CH3 bond. This single-atom inserted
isomer (isomer 6d) is 0.80 eV higher in energy than ‘‘two-atom’’
inserted isomer (isomer 6c). The calculated ADE value of isomer
6a is 1.96 eV, which is in good agreement with the experimental
ADE value of 1.90 eV.

Having established the ground state isomers of neutral and
anionic LAln systems, we now turn to understand the interest-
ing structural features of these systems. The ground state
structures of neutral and anionic LAln (n = 2–7) systems can
be viewed as a result of the activation of Si–CH3 bond and
subsequent migration of the methyl group to the rest of the
metal cluster. In our earlier reported study,33 it was observed
that as we move from LAl2

� to LAl4
�, the energy difference

between the isomer with an Al-atom inserted into the Si–CH3

bond and the isomer without any breaking of Si–CH3 bond,
increased from 0.50 eV to 0.68 eV. This clearly indicates an
increased preference for structures in which the methyl group
of the ligand has migrated to one of the Al atoms of the metal
cluster thereby resulting in an Al-atom insertion between
Si–CH3. In the current study, as we move from LAl5

� to LAl7
�,

a clear preference for structures with two Al atoms inserted
between the Si–CH3 bond (see Fig. 3, 5 and 6) emerges. As the
aluminum cluster size increased from Al5 to Al7, a single-
aluminum atom insertion into Si–CH3 bond has resulted in
destabilizing the structural integrity and electron delocalization
in the metal cluster (see Fig. 5b and d). Thus, to maintain the
structural integrity and delocalization, the methyl group further
migrated to another Al atom of the Aln cluster, thereby resulting
in a more symmetric Aln

� moiety (see Fig. 5a and c). This
migration has resulted in a more stable structure, which was
labeled as ‘‘two-atom’’ inserted isomers.

The four frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) of LAln
� (n = 5–7)

are given in Fig. 7. If one considers the LAln
� complex as a

ligand, L interacting with an aluminum cluster, then the
bonding and the molecular orbital composition becomes clear.

Fig. 6 The lowest energy isomers of negatively charged and neutral LAl7
clusters, where L = Ni[Si(CH3)3]2. The relative energies are given in eV.
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The frontier bonding orbitals for all the complexes considered
here show bonding interactions between the Al atoms in the
metal cluster with negligible contributions from the ligand.
This is fairly obvious due to the weak bonding between Al–Al
atoms in these small cluster range. Since the MO picture show a
delocalized bonding pattern within the aluminum cluster, one
would anticipate minimal disturbance to bonds as an electron
is removed from these MOs with each transition in the photo-
electron spectroscopy. NPA charge analysis provides further
insight into the nature of these complexes. The charge on the
Aln cluster in the anionic complexes is very small, indicating
that the negative charge is mostly located on the ligand. A
comparison of the NPA charges on the anionic and neutral LAln

complexes revealed that during the photo-detachment of the
extra electron from the anionic LAln

�, it is the Aln moiety that
lost majority (480%) of the charge. Note that a similar pattern
was reported in our previous study33 on LAln (n = 2–4)
complexes.

Concluding remarks

A wide range of low-oxidation state aluminum-containing clusters,
LAln

� (n = 1–14), were generated via the direct reaction between
bare aluminum cluster anions and the hexamethyldisilazane
molecules. Among them, the geometrical and electronic structure
of LAl6

� and LAl7
� systems were characterized by using negative

ion photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional theory-
based calculations. Our computational results show that as the
size of the aluminum cluster increased from n = 5 to 7, a CH3-
group from the ligand migrated onto the aluminum metal cluster,
thus forming structures in which two Al atoms are inserted
between Si–CH3 bond. The effect of the ligand on the geometrical
and electronic structure of Aln moiety seems to be minimal, with
the Aln retaining its structural integrity during the interaction with
the ligand and the calculated (and measured) electron detach-
ment energies similar to that of the pure Aln

� clusters.
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